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DeParis Redinger LLC welcomes Ron Wright to its Advisory Board 

Ron Wright Brings Extensive Technology and Strategic Expertise to DeParis Redinger LLC 

 

Charlottesville, VA 24 August 2007 – DeParis Redinger LLC (www.deparisredinger.com), a boutique 

investment bank that empowers visionaries in progressive industries, welcomes Ron Wright to its 

Advisory Board.  Mr. Wright is a veteran of the healthcare, software and biotech industries.  He is an 

active angel investor and sits on the board of five privately held corporations.  Mr. Wright brings a 

seasoned level of technology and strategic experience to DPR’s team.  

When asked about his role going forward, Francesco DeParis, Managing Director at DeParis Redinger LLC 

replied “Ron will bring an immense amount of value to our team.  His commitment to our firm’s growth 

will greatly benefit our clients and our strategic goals over both the long and short term.  We look 

forward to seeking his guidance on relevant issues.” 

Currently, Ron Wright is the Chairman and CEO of Next Century Technologies, Inc. (www.nxtcent.com), 

an international holding company of healthcare, software and biotechnology corporations.  Since 2003, 

Mr. Wright has also served as President of JNetDirect Incorporated (www.jnetdirect.com), a leading 

Northern Virginia software company.  

Mr. Wright was the Founder and CEO of Neurosoft , Inc., a manufacturer of neurodiagnostic instruments 

and neuroimaging software based systems.  He established Neurosoft in 1988 and sold the company to 

The Marmon Group of Chicago in 1998.  He remained with The Marmon Group until the end of 2002.  

Prior to Neurosoft, Mr. Wright was President of a private consulting practice based in New York. 

 “I am very pleased to be joining DPR’s advisory board and I look forward to contributing my industrial 

experience and strategic counsel to the DPR team.  The firm’s focus on assisting innovative companies in 

healthcare, new media, energy and information technology with their long term growth and expansion 

requirements is exciting,” stated Wright. 

About DeParis Redinger, LLC  

DeParis Redinger LLC (www.deparisredinger.com ) empowers visionaries in the Digital Media, 

Alternative Energy and Information Technology industries.  As a boutique investment bank, DeParis 

Redinger provides its clients with industry leading strategic and financial advisory.  DeParis Redinger 



focuses on creating long term partnerships with clients in order to maximize the value of their 

innovative and disruptive ideas. 
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